moody blue this page: The dining
room is a study in blue, with a splash of
color from the painting by Terrell James,
Miss Hecker’s Clandestine Jazz Club,
Mitte. The Zimmer + Rohde dining table
is surrounded by chairs covered in fabric
from Coraggio, and is illuminated by a
1950s glass-and-brass chandelier from
Antiqueria Tribeca. opposite, clockwise
from top left: In the living room, a green
glass lamp from Lorin Marsh by Roberto
Rida sits on a midcentury walnut sideboard
by Albano; Accent pillows in Flourish
fabric from Dedar adorn the White Webbdesigned custom sofa; Shades of lilac in
the master bedroom; A detail of the coffee
table in the living room, made from a
petrified wood slab on a custom acrylic
table base by White Webb.

“It is such a pleasure to work with clients who do research
and are engaged in the process,” says White.
The apartment they chose was new, however it was
designed to look like a prewar building. The structural
changes were minimal: the designers closed off one of
the bedrooms to create a media room. The entry is via
a long gallery that opens into the living room facing elegant curved windows. A custom sofa is flanked by pair
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of graceful Marco Zanuso Senior chairs, covered in green
wool velvet from Pierre Frey, and a classic Vladimir Kagan Shorty sofa. The windows are bracketed by massive
panels created by artist Clare Graham for the space, and
are composed of tin can lids, attached with tiny brass
nails. The effect, says Webb, is evocative of the 18thcentury pier mirror, designed to reflect light from the
windows into the space. The natural color continued
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silverado In the living room, the designers
commissioned two panels to flank the large
windows. The luminous works, by artist Clare
Graham, are evocative of 18th Century-style
pier mirrors, and are made with the tops of
tin cans. The custom sofa, designed by White
Webb, is covered in Arango, by Zinc Textile. A
leggy Swedish side chair, a sensuous Vladimir
Kagan sofa, and Marco Zanuso chairs echo the
curved architecture of the room.
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lighter shade of pale
this page, clockwise from top
left: A soft palette of lilac tones
soothes the eye in the bedrooms.
Custom upholstered headboard
by White Webb in Hines’ Giant
fabric and a Dennis Miller night
stand; Hallings secretary by
Thomas O’Brien for Hickory
Chair and a midcentury side
chair by William Haines; The
guest bedroom continues the lilac
theme with an added pop of lime
green on the window seat. Night
stand and headboard custom
by White Webb. opposite: A
Madeline Stuart Balzac bench,
through Jerry Pair, is covered in
Sahco’s Giudecca fabric. Painting
by Bonney Goldstein, from
Cancio Contemporary.
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variation in the different tins adds to the effect. Says
Webb, “they are beautiful during the day, but at night
they shimmer and the effect is glamorous.”
To the left of the living room, the dining room is
done in shades of watery blue, and on the right, the
media room is rich purple with pops of cinnabar in
the pillows and the striped rug. In the bedrooms,

the designers used a range of pale colors in the lilac family. The effect is soothing and soft, and not
overly feminine. “Although the colors [throughout
the apartment] are deeply saturated, they all work
together,” says Webb. “But,” adds White, “we also
wanted the rooms to have the feeling of distinct environments.” see resources
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